
Marcus Lawson
2D ANIMATOR

AnimatorMarcus.com
mlawso22@student.scad.edu

478-233-9055

Reel and site

References Available upon request

Accomplishments/
Awards

Education

Software

Qualifications

Photoshop * Illustrator * ToonBoom * Maya * after effects *
Storyboard Pro * Fireworks * 

Savannah College of Art and Design   
-Currently enrolled as a student

To become a fantastic animator, with excellent skills and much experience in the industry.
Promises to deliver a golden experience,with any task offered, while also maintaining a
professional work ethic. Also, very easy to get along with, can be a valuable,and versatile 
member on any team. Able to learn the basics rather quickly, and can work efficiently enough. 

Course Studies: Art History, PSYCH, Life drawing,ITGM, Creative Writing 

-Short Films

-Your Spark- rough Animator
 Senior film directed by Kai turro -
-The Way Up - Rough animator
 Thesis film Directed by gary rodgers -
-Scan  The Horizon- Clean up Artist
 Senior film directed by jess marfisi -
-Winded- Puppet animator
 senior film directed by Harly huang -

www.AnimatorMarcus.com 

Spring 2016

Spring 2016

Spring 2016

Spring 2016

Fall 2013- Spring 2016

Ted Pratt 

Senior Animator 

Sanzaru Games 

1065 E Hillsdale Blvd  

Foster City, CA 94404 

 

Mr. Pratt; 

My name is Marcus Lawson; please accept the following materials for consideration for the 2d 
Characters position you are seeking to fill. For your viewing as well, is a complete website                              
( www.animatormarcus.com) that has my updated reel and examples of my work that covers digital and 
traditional materials. Currently, I am a Senior at the Savannah College of Art and Design, finishing my 
BFA in Animation with a concentration in 2D character. 

Hiring me would be a dream come true for I have been following your studio for years. Sanzaru’s work 
first caught my awhile back while playing Sly 4. Everything about this game excited me from the 
animation, gameplay and especially the story in this game. This inspired me to work hard, to hopefully 
have an opportunity to work on any Sanzaru project in the future. Now that my skills as an animator 
have grown and will continue to grow, and it would be an honor to work on these amazing games, like I 
used to dream about since childhood. 

Video games are my passion and they drive me in my animations and drawings, but my interests in 
comics also plays a big role in that matter too. This has enabled me to develop a style that I feel would 
be a perfect fit with your work. My primary focus is being an animator and being able to adjust to 
various styles in order to be more versatile and valuable to a company. The standard I hold myself to is 
at a high level, at level somewhat to the criteria you strive for your clients. My work ethic would be 
second to none and this is what would make me a prime candidate for this position. 

I thank you in advance for you lending me your time and consideration. If it’s not too much trouble, 
what three things that you look for, to fill this position? Skills, style, you name it. I will make sure to put 
this into my work should It not be there already.  

 

Sincerely, 

 

Marcus Lawson 


